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2019 Midwest ALCA Outstanding Chapter Member
It is with great pleasure we announce Jennifer Beach as the recipient of the
2019 Midwest Chapter Outstanding Member award. Jennifer joined ALCA
in 2010 and the Midwest Chapter Board the following year. She was
elected to the position of Secretary in 2012, serving two terms. While in the
position of secretary we experienced Jennifer’s exceptional organizational
skills. She kept meticulous minutes which always kept us on track. She
was truly an awesome Secretary who never missed a beat.
She moved from Secretary into the role of President Elect in 2016 and
served two years as President of the Midwest Chapter. During her tenure,
she worked diligently to guide the Chapter through the process of
becoming an ALCA Committee. She reached out to other Chapter leaders for guidance and knowledge
in order to make the Midwest Chapter’s merging process successful.
Jennifer demonstrated over and over again what could be
accomplished with leadership, team work, commitment
and a sense of humor while also managing a successful
solo practice. Jennifer will tell you that through ALCA she
has prospered professionally and personally. Congratulations, Jennifer, you are truly an inspiration!

New Member Spotlight:
Sidney Cero Eisgruber, OTR, CMC
The name of my practice is Optimal Living, LLC with the logo
of a sunflower. I officially started my practice last summer.
Having had 30 plus years of occupational therapy (OT)
experience, it was important for me to convey “optimizing
function to reach one’s full potential” in my practice, thus
Optimal Living was sprouted. The sunflower was chosen for a
few reasons: I have always planted sunflowers from seed;
the flower signifies growth with proper ingredients and covers
the life span; its design/concept lends itself to some great
functional and marketing ideas.
(Continued on following page.)
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Practicing occupational therapy throughout the years both full and part-time has allowed me to
maintain a balance of treating clients while raising my family. With my youngest child’s imminent
graduation, I started to think about what I wanted to do next. I had an interest in becoming a care
manager and took a position with a company that was considering developing a care management
program. Soon after, I decided that starting my own company would lend itself to more objectivity,
independence, creativity and personal development. In May of last year, I was certified through the
National Academy of Certified Care Managers. As I began to develop my business, I reached out to a
handful of people and found the greatest support amongst care managers were those who were
members of the Aging Life Care Association®. Connie Croyle, emeritus member of ALCA and Susan
Wack, the Indiana Unit Leader of ALCA were instrumental in educating me about the profession.
Through my interactions with these members, I learned about the support and professionalism of
ALCA. In July 2018, I applied for and became an Advanced Professional member of ALCA.
Owning my own business has been a risky, but fruitful journey. Many of my clients have found me
through the ALCA website seeking help from crisis situations. It has been so satisfying to help my
clients problem solve with healthy, functional outcomes. I enjoy helping families in crisis, but I recently
started to shift my practice towards preventive care management. This prevents the anxiety that so
often accompanies crisis situations.
Another area of interest is in networking, connecting people, and organizing events. Recently, I asked
our Secretary of State, Connie Lawson, to attend our unit meeting to discuss financial literacy and
senior scams. Additionally, I helped organize a networking event which involved soliciting
sponsorships and inviting healthcare providers.
Our services are so important for the well-being of our clients and can save costs in the long run. I
enjoy educating people and organizations about our services and learning how they can be covered,
not only by long term care insurance, but by other means so more people can take advantage of our
service.
I feel so fortunate to have discovered ALCA. The referrals, webinars, educational and resource
support, and listserv of fellow care managers throughout the United States have been a key to my
continued success.

PRESIDENTIAL
MOMENTS
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CHAPTER PRESIDENT 2019-2021
It is hard not to comment on the weather when you live in the Midwest; it’s what we talk about.
Summer in the Midwest is just plain too short, but Midwesterners know how to make the most of it.
Summer might mean you are a little short-handed covering vacations or trying to find a way to take
some time off yourself. Summer is also a time when families visit and are confronted with situations
that need their attention, like aging parents. Developing and maintaining referrals sources never takes
a vacation, and if you do, someone else will get the referral.
We would likely agree that there are plenty of older adults that need our services, but I think you might
also agree that the marketplace is increasingly more complex and competitive. What’s your
competitive edge or differentiator? An easy answer might be your certification and membership in
ALCA, or years in practice or specialty expertise.

For years now the health care industry has been focused on business and clinical outcomes. I believe
ALCA must do the same. This year we have two awesome committees tackling these challenges:
alliances and outcome measures. The alliance committee is a no brainer: bringing national
partnerships to local level relationships. Are you able to talk with your referral sources about the value
of care management? Can you provide the supporting evidence? We are ALCA and we need to
figure this out for our profession. The Alliance and Outcome Measures Committees have room for
members who want to be part of the discussion and move these agendas forward. Please contact
Sharon Gorman for the Alliance Committee and Beth Zurliene for the Outcomes Task Force.
The Midwest Chapter Conference is the big chapter event and the only revenue generating event
benefiting our members. As an entirely volunteer organization, our conference planning committee
puts in long hours to assure that our conference is educational, refreshing, cutting edge and fun. They
strive to make your investment of time and financial resources worthwhile. National and Regional
Conferences are different: both provide great information, CEUs and opportunities to network with like
-minded colleagues. The chapter conference however is more intimate and offers the opportunity to
really get to know your colleagues, share challenges and service ideas. This issue highlights the
topics and speakers for this year’s conference. This is a conference you
won’t want to miss.

Finally, in this article I want to highlight the great work happening in our
Midwest Chapter. Entrepreneur, CEO and Founder of Embrace, Mary
Pitsch has created a nonprofit called “Hands of Time”. Its mission is to
elevate the essence of aging to one of meaning, hope and excitement
through granting a wish to seniors and those who care for them. Seniors
have dreams and adventures yet to fulfill. Hands of Time could make
that dream a reality. For more information contact Mary Pitsch at
hands.of.time.wi@gmail.com.

Are You an Influencer?
By Ellen Dunnigan
If you’re the kind of person who commands attention, admiration, and respect
the moment you walk into a meeting or a social function, you’re the very
example of what’s known as “professional presence”.
We’ve all encountered those seemingly natural-born leaders who capture the
awareness and respect of everyone with whom they interact. The minute they
walk in the door they radiate what’s known as "presence", a powerful
combination of style, substance, and character that set people apart.
Some people seem to have been born with that combination, but if you
weren’t one of them, don’t be dismayed. Just as you can sharpen the other
skills needed to succeed in business, you can enhance your professional
presence. It involves developing an understanding of what people expect to
experience from influential people, conducting an honest appraisal of how
effectively you project that image, and addressing any gaps.
Professional presence isn’t deception, because people aren’t easily fooled. Yes, you have to dress
and look the part, but you also have to deliver the substance that goes along with it. It isn’t hard for
people to tell whether you really know your stuff. The same is true for character. Our values are
continuously on display. Presence demands deep knowledge, and the appropriate style and character
for the situation.
Consider the story of a real healthcare director I’ll call, “Mike.” He was a brilliant and compassionate
clinician whose expertise brought the entire department of his medical center to a new level. On paper,
his career prospects looked great. But despite his brainpower and proven success as a manager of
people and projects, Mike just couldn’t get promoted.
While he had more than enough knowledge and experience to move up the ladder, Mike lacked the
poise and influence that are crucial traits for leaders. In fact, the presence he expressed worked
against him. In situations that involved anyone senior to him — whether that was members of senior
management, VIP patients, vendors, or peers — Mike’s confidence simply evaporated. He physically
shrank and withdrew. When he had to attend a work-related social function, he found it impossible to
sustain casual conversations. Although he was highly intelligent, he became a quivering fish out of
water in unfamiliar settings. In simple terms, Mike was stuck in his current position, with no prospects
for advancement.
His boss encouraged him to work with us. We started by assessing Mike’s success in 1:1 situations,
his emotional intelligence, the messages about himself that he carried around in his head, and his
leadership communication skills. This allowed us to pinpoint areas of strength and weaknesses. We
videotaped him in a variety of work and social situations where having the right presence was critical.
When we reviewed the videos with him, Mike immediately recognized how his body language was
interfering with his ability to be taken seriously. Although he had plenty of substance, it wasn’t showing
up in useful ways.
Like most people, Mike initially obsessed about his weaknesses. We suggested a different mindset:
leveraging his strengths, so they would overshadow any perceived flaws. We helped him craft internal
messages that allowed him to carry himself with confidence, and shared strategies for approaching a
room, how to enter, where to sit, greeting others, and how to take cues from the body language of
those around him. (Continued on following page.)
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Most important, we shared the power of preparing for every meeting,
every function, and every interaction so he approached each with
intention. Instead of simply showing up at the appointed time, he
prepared very specifically using a group of techniques we shared with
him.
It wasn’t magic. As with any skill, Mike had to practice. As he used these steps again and again, they
became familiar habits. At long last, Mike felt comfortable in his own skin, and his growing confidence
influenced others to act on his advice. Within a few months, he accepted a role a couple levels higher
on the organizational chart, with a salary nearly three times what he had been earning. He hadn’t
acquired additional knowledge — he simply learned how to present himself in a manner that was
appropriate for his new position.
Want to learn these techniques and steps to polishing your own presence? Attend our opening
keynote and experience what it takes to show up as the next influential person everyone notices!
________________________________________________________________________________
Ellen Dunnigan is the founder of Accent On Business. She has 25 years of experience with coaching
speakers in multiple industries and is known for her practical “how to” style. Ellen’s coaching in
speaking skills and the art of communication give established and emerging leaders greater
confidence and credibility. Her leadership programs in accountability, alignment, difficult
conversations, and organizational communication have helped leaders expand their influence. This is
why she will be the Keynote speaker at this year’s Annual Meeting and Symposium. To read more on
Ellen Dunnigan, please see Annual Meeting and Symposium article.

LGBT Elders
By Cathy Cress
A recent report found that LGBT elders tend to have more medical
problems, higher poverty levels, and social isolation than straight
elders. Same-sex partners are not allowed many of the resources
afforded to spouses and biological family members during the aging
process. LGBT elders tend to lack support from many mainstream
aging programs such as senior centers and places of worship. Also,
they are afraid of the stigma and discrimination that could result from
joining such programs.
Mainstream retirement communities often deny LGBT elder couples the
right to live in them. They often continue to live on their own, even if
they need access to the services offered by those communities. As a result, many LGBT elders age in
place but, can really benefit from the quality of life activities that geriatric care managers can bring into
the home through resources like a personal assistance service and reminiscence therapy.
One LGBT program in California created social connections by arranging dinner parties, shopping
trips, and grocery shopping. Geriatric Care managers can create programs with recreational activities
(Continued on following page.)
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that help elders grow and nurture their emotional, intellectual, physical, and/or spiritual quality of life.
This can help an older person’s whole life and bring back joy.
This recent article in the New York Times shows how one retirement community responded and found
joy for LGBT clients, where many LGTB aging clients have to fight for acceptance.
If aging life or geriatric care managers want to find resources for LGBT aging clients or more about
their issues, The Journal of Aging Life Care Spring 2012 https://www.aginglifecarejournal.org/agingrelationships-sexuality-tools-and-resources-for-geriatric-care-managers/ has several articles with
many resources to help serve these vulnerable clients in finding joy and acceptance.
The Handbook of Geriatric Care Management 4th edition has a seminal chapter, written by geriatric
care manager Nina Herndon, with a quality of life assessment to help you pinpoint the quality of life
necessities of all clients.
Herndon has developed the first care management activity kit for the quality of life, Joyful Moments.
Care Managers can use this activity kit to develop quality of life activities with their clients. Also, home
care and care managers can utilize the kit to teach their care providers to create quality of life
activities that give seniors joy in addition to care.
My GCM Operations Manual includes a product Concierge Companion that offers geriatric care
managers a quality of life service. It provides activities for seniors through recreational therapy aides
by following a GCM care plan to tailor activities for elders at any stage of their aging, including
dementia.

_______________________________________________________________________________
Cathy Cress is the leading national expert in Aging Life and Geriatric Care Management. She is
author of Handbook of Geriatric Care Management 4th edition, Jones and Bartlett, published 2015
and known as the bible of geriatric care management and is one of the few books on the aging family.
She has taught geriatric care management at the University of Florida, San Francisco State University
and UC Berkeley. Cress is a founding partner in CHN Consultants, “Your Partners in Eldercare
Development”.
“Developing Quality of Life Programs for LGTB Elder to Restore Joy” is Cathy’s presentation at the
Midwest Annual Meeting and Symposium in September. You will learn how ALCA members can find
activities that help LGTB elders regain their emotional, intellectual, physical, and/or spiritual quality of
life to help to nurture these often-shunned seniors’ lives and bring back joy.
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Midwest Aging Life Care Association® Annual Meeting and Symposium
September 19-21, 2019 | Downtown Marriott | Indianapolis
Conference Registration is now opens July 29th!
www.aginglifecare.org
10-12 CEUs pending through NACCM, Social Workers and Nurses
Keynote Speaker: Ellen Dunnigan CEO, MA, CCC-SLP, Accent on Business, LLC
Presentation: Leading with Influence
Ellen Dunnigan founded Accent On Business in 2001 specializing in public speaking, communication
skills, and executive presence for leaders in business. She has 25 years of experience with
professional and nonprofessional speakers in healthcare, media, politics, engineering, sports, and
other industries.
Ellen holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Speech Pathology with
emphasis in voice and brain science — and further post-graduate
training in organizational development, leadership, emotional
intelligence, and public speaking. She believes firmly that it’s not just
what you say; it’s how you say it that makes the winning difference. To
that end, she helps businesses and leaders communicate well and
deliver stellar presentations. Ellen is the speaking coach for
Entrepreneurship Academy at Purdue University and is active on
several Indiana boards. She and her husband live in Indianapolis.
Early bird registration July 15–August 19: $225.00
Our “Circle of Care” presentation line-up will include: Honoring Quality of Life for our LGBT Elders;
New Drug Approvals: Safety and Efficacy in Older Adults; Successful Succession Planning centered
around the ALCA Code of Ethics; Identifying and Acquiring Funding Sources around the new
Medicare regulations; Smiles, Giggles and Laughter: Helpful Humor Strategies for Caregivers.
We will be hosting The Post Conference Business Intensive on Saturday afternoon. Co-Owner and
Psychotherapist with Kenosis Counseling Center, Inc., Christine Turo-Shields, will discuss cognitive
behavioral techniques to manage emotional intensity, anxiety, and panic in our clients without the use
of medication. She will share how Aging Life Care Professionals® can create confidence in our
clients that they have the strength, power and tools to over-ride their mental agitation and
emotions. The Panel Discussion with Advanced Professionals Cathy Cress, Jan Welsh, and Debbie
Feldman will follow with small group discussions and time for your questions.
(Continued on following page.)
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Downtown Marriott has blocked out rooms at a discounted rate of $149.00
per night. Reservations can be made through the following link: https://
book.passkey.com/go/ALCAConference. Reservation deadline is August 19.
Located in Marriott IndyPlace, the hotel has access to Indianapolis's most
popular destinations including Circle Centre Mall, Indiana Convention Center
and Lucas Oil Stadium as well as numerous restaurants to suit your
individual tastes! Start planning your trip at www.visitIndy.com!
Indianapolis International Airport (IND) is 14 miles away from the hotel.
It’s not too late to sponsor! Contact Susan Wack at swack@susanwack.com.
Our conference, in keeping with the “Circle of Care” theme, will offer you tips on polishing your
professional presence while learning how to care for yourself, your clients, and your business.
Indiana is looking forward to seeing you in September! We hope you can join us for this educational
event!

Special Thanks to the 2019 Midwest ALCA
Meeting and Symposium Planning Committee
Susan Wack
Debbie Feldman
Jennifer Beach
Dorian Maples
Judy Mange
Maria Miskovic

Bridget Ritossa
Sidney Eisgruber
Jennifer Berday
Ruth Force
Katherine Smith

Massage Therapy
By Vicky Elklof
At the MW ALCA Conference September 19-21, 2019, we will learn how to
take care of our clients, care for our business, and care for our professional
relationships. As busy Aging Life Care Professionals®, what we often forget
to do is prioritize is care for ourselves.
This year at the MW ALCA Conference, members will have the opportunity
to sign up for free chair massages throughout the conference. Use this
opportunity to care for yourselves!
Vicky Eklof is a licensed Occupational Therapist as well as a Licensed
Massage Therapist who has practiced for over 21 years. She graduated
with a Master of Science in Occupational Therapy from the University of Indianapolis and from the
Health Enrichment Center based out of Lapeer, Michigan for massage therapy. She is grateful to be
able to add massage therapy to her “tool box” of services she provides & especially enjoys seeing
clients smile after receiving a massage. Additional information regarding sign up will be sent at a later
date.

Special thanks to the sponsors
for the
2019 Midwest ALCA Meeting and Symposium

Bronze Sponsors

ALCA and Public Policy
By Ann Burke, MPA CMC
One thing I have found about ALCA is that there are so many
features and benefits to being a member, it can be mind boggling.
One of the aspects of ALCA I didn’t know about until I was asked to
get involved, is the National’s Public Policy Committee. You might
say, I know public policy is important to my practice and my clients
but I’m so busy! Well, the Public Policy committee is here to help.
Did you know ALCA is a member of the Leadership Council of
Aging Organizations (LCAO)? ALCA has a seat at this national
table with some heavy hitters like AARP, The Alzheimer’s
Association, the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys and
National Council on Aging, to name a few of the 70 plus prominent
organizations. Staff and ALCA members sit in by phone or in
person to LCAO meetings and committee meetings. Information is
then shared with our general membership.
So where can you find information on what is happening with LCAO and on other public policy
matters? The Public Policy Committee members keep a watchful eye out for public policy information
that impacts you as a member. You will see that information shared in Inside ALCA, e-flashes, and
the “list serv”, to name just a few ways we get information out to you.
What if I see information on public policy that would be of interest to our membership? Easy, each
Chapter board has appointed a member or two to serve on the national committee. Ask your Chapter
president to put you in touch with the right member or contact the national office who can do the
same.
I appreciate the information but how can I make a difference locally? The Public Policy committee
encourages members to get to know their elected officials. Ask to schedule a meeting at their offices
when they are in town. Elected officials and/or their staff need to learn the importance of Aging Life
Care and how their decisions impact our practices, clients and their families. Unsure how to do
advocacy? Watch for more information on a webinar or coffee talk that will give you the tools to be
successful.
“Businesses (and non-profits) that do not understand the political and public policy contexts that they
operate in and are not strategic in their interactions with government are at a competitive
disadvantage” from The Sustainable Business Case Book.
________________________________________________________________________________
Ann is an Aging Life Care Advanced Professional® with CareLink in Cincinnati, Ohio. She serves on
the Midwest Chapter Board and is co-chair of the ALCA Public Policy Committee.

Welcome New ALCA Members!
April Ibarra, MGS
Cape Girardeau, MO

Lisa Carter, MS, LPC
Lawrence, KS

Abigail Mahon, BS Gerontology
Chesterfield, MO

Brandyn Simmons, MBA, MDiv
Chicago, IL

Midwest ALCA Unit Leaders
The Midwest Chapter encourages you to participate in a local unit. For the nearest unit click here or to
start one in your area contact Judy Mange or Susan Wack.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE UNIT LEADERS LIST

Midwest ALCA Board of Directors
The ALCA Midwest Chapter welcomes its new Board Members for 2018, Paula Dunlap and Shanna
Huber. Click here for the full list of your Midwest Chapter Board leadership.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE CURRENT BOARD LIST.

Midwest ALCA Peer Case Conferences
Peer Case Conference Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice
Date and latest information on your member benefit, Peer Care Conference Calls
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